
 
Update for March/April 2013  
 
“Beware the ides of March ...”  Shakespeare 

Prior to Shakespeare’s use of the above phrase in Julius Caesar, the ides of March had little 
cultural significance (unless you were a scholar and looked back to Ovid’s time), although they 
were supposed to coincide with the full moon.  
 
There are now quite a few dates around this time of year that have cultural significance: 

• The equinox is on the 20th March 
• The Persian New Year, also. 
• The Bahá’í New Year (170) is on the 21 March 
• UN World Water day is 22 March 
• Passover is on 26th March 

And, of course, this year sees Easter fall over the period from 29th March to 1st April 
 
So, here’s a quiz: Which of these are ‘cultural services’ in the context of naturegain (or 
ecosystem services)? 
 
Whilst you contemplate that here’s some news on what L&OVe have been doing during 
March…. 
 
Sussex Biodiversity Records Centre have produced some excellent and useful maps – 
elevation, geology, watercourses and waterways, habitats, agri-environment schemes, for 
example, which you can see and study on the L&OVe web-site 
 
We’ve also been working with Natural England who are mapping a variety of ‘ecosystem 
services’ for the whole country. They have kindly agreed to produce maps from their data sets 
of the ecosystem services or naturegain produced in our L&OVely area (i.e. the 25 km2 that has 
Lewes at its centre). We’re currently negotiating with them (and Sussex Wildlife Trust) exactly 
which naturegain they’ll map for us. 
 
Colin has been involved in a series of workshops during the month, including an Ecosystem 
Knowledge Network webinar “Engaging with the Valuation Challenge” and  a workshop on 
InVEST – a modelling tool that maps the value of ecosystem service provision and trade-offs 
from using the land in different ways. This is quite a complex model developed by the Natural 
Capital project, but the InVEST toolkit involves taking an ecosystem approach with stakeholders 
(which really just means involving everyone who is implicated in and/or benefits from or is 
disadvantaged by particular land use options) – something that L&OVe are starting to undertake 
anyway. 
 
We have also managed to connect up someone who had some native tree saplings which he 
wished to use for a community project of some kind (preferably in Lewes) and staff at Ringmer 
Community College who needed some trees for a community project they wished to 
undertake. If anyone would like to engage in thinking ahead now about where it would be good 
to plant trees in or around Lewes for community benefit (and, hopefully as a community-



engagement project too, with a nature corridor’s element to it too) and which groups to work 
with on this, please contact Colin. 
 
..... so, back to the quiz: The Answer is None! 
 
World Water Day perhaps comes closest, but these are all religious or symbolic cultural 
events/dates. To find a cultural services stemming from naturegain, we need to look at things 
which come as a direct result of some sort of ecological process, function or provision. 
 
So, things like going for a country walk class as a cultural service from naturegain in terms of 
the aesthetic appreciation of the natural/semi-natural environment through which we walk. 
Given that the landscapes through 
which we walk are, at least in part, a 
result of natural bio-physical and 
ecological processes, aesthetic 
appreciation of landscape is a ‘cultural’ 
ecosystem service. There are also 
health benefits – both physical and 
mental - that result from outdoor 
activities such as walking, running, 
cycling, riding (and a whole range of 
others) which means that health 
benefits from being out in the natural 
environment are also cultural 
ecosystem services. 
Similarly with inspiration, be it creative, 
physical, emotional or spiritual are 
cultural services that result from our 
interaction with the natural world. 
 
Naturegain Walks 
 
Michael Blencowe of Sussex Wildlife Trust has agreed to organise a series of ‘Naturegain 
walks’ with L&OVe, following on from the two naturegain walks we held last summer and 
autumn. We will hold the first in April, another in mid-summer, a third in late summer/early 
autumn and a final one. 

We will meet at 6:00 pm at the Linklater Pavillion on 25 April for an evening wander around the 
Lewes Railway Land nature reserve. Colin Tingle (Lewes & Ouse Valley eco-nomics) will 
explain the many benefits that Lewes receives from the reserve, such as flood prevention and 
the myriad cultural gains – creative inspiration, aesthetic pleasure, spiritual value, health, etc. - 
to artists, dog walkers, office workers and the general public alike. Dan Ross (Lewes District 
Council) and John Parry (Lewes Railway Land Wildlife Trust) will explain more about the history 
and management of the site and Michael Blencowe (Sussex Wildlife Trust) will be looking out 
for wildlife as the sun sets.  

Looking forward to seeing you on the 25th April! 

And don’t forget to visit our website at http://www.lewes-eco-nomics.org. 


